
cool fills with two bass drums.
To me, there are so many cool things

you can do with your feet, cooler than
doing them with any other drums on the
drumset. So I really became obsessed about
how to do all this, and my dad got me a
second bass drum. I started playing and
developing it from there.

As the band developed, the guys started
asking me to play things that I didn't know
how to do, but I learned how to do them. A
lot of my playing is power playing, and if I
can't do something with a lot of power, I'll

find a way to develop that power. The way
I went about getting that power into my
playing was to use my feet more. That's
how and why it developed.
TS: Do you tend to favor leading with one
foot more than the other?
VP: I lead with my left foot because it just
feels more natural to me. When I played
single bass, to make the timing right and to
get all of the off-beats on my right foot, I
would keep time with my left foot—just
straight 8th notes. So when I started play-
ing double bass I just moved my left foot to

the second drum and continued to play the
8ths with my left and the other notes with
my right.

I would sit down and play 16th notes for
hours, starting off slowly just like when I
first learned to play snare drum. I'd go
slow until it started hurting, and that's how
you develop the stamina. When I first start-
ed playing double bass I found that my left
foot was a lot weaker than my right and I
had to really work on bringing it up. At the
same time, I started doing double notes on
the right foot. So while I was developing
my left foot, I was also working on new
stuff with my right foot, which helped lead
to the patterns I play now.
TS: On "Psycho Holiday" [from Cowboys
From Hell] you do a really tricky double
bass gallup. How did you throw that one
together?
VP: Actually, Dime came up with the gui-
tar riff first, and I didn't really want to dou-
ble him on the kick drums because it
almost sounded hokey—it was too much. I
was messing around with it, and I was
thinking of Van Halen's "Hot For
Teacher," which is a shuffle on the bass
drums. I thought to myself, "What if we
took that and turned it into half-time?" I
started doing that, he played the riff, and
we looked at each other and went, "Wow."
That's how that came about.
TS: Do you have any trade secrets that
you'd like to share concerning your foot
technique?
VP: For one thing, felt beaters are too easy
to play with, so I'd recommend using
wooden beaters. Since the wood ones are
heavy, you have to play harder. They
swing harder, you get more impact on the
drum, plus they build up the strength in
your legs. It's like using a larger drumstick.
It's better to practice with something that's
heavier than 7As. You're not going to
develop any kind of power with those. Just
like a baseball player who goes out on
deck—he doesn't swing a regular bat, he
swings a warm-up bat with a donut on it—
more weight to get him loose. That's the
way I feel about bass drum beaters.

Also, I would advise the double bass
beginner to start off slow with 16th notes
and just do that until your feet and legs
start hurting. When you play double kicks,
you use a lot more of your leg than you do
your ankle and your foot. It's more of a leg
motion and it's almost like you're running


